
Android vs. iOS 

In today’s age of technology, every smartphone user is well acquainted with the terms Android 

and iOS. Both of these highly popular manes are nothing but operating systems. Android is 

basically a LINUX based system software mainly designed for tablets and smartphones. This 

operating system is designed and distributed by none other than Google. The later one that is iOS 

is an OS which is developed by Apple Inc. and performs well in any Apple product.  

Both these operating systems are known for being user friendly OS. As Android is an open 

source OS so it functions more like a PC. On the contrary the features in iOS are more contrived. 

Android is the world’s most extensively operated platform. The latest version of this OS is 

Lollipop 5.0 and nearly 75% of the market cup up of smartphones is owned by Android. On the 

other hand the market cut up of Apple Inc. is 31%. The current version of iOS available in the 

market is iOS 8. It is almost impossible to install iOS in a non-Apple device. An archetypal iOS 

OS is generally positioned on direct handling by the use of multi-touch indication.  

The features are endless is both the operating systems. Android is famous mainly because of its 

rich camera competence, strong web browser, live effect while transforming videos and many 

more exciting features. Apple’s iOS is also not an exception. It also has a unique overture for its 

exciting features like Springboard, iTunes, Siri, Face Time, passbook and some more. As far as 

apps are concerned, a recent story reveals that the apps provided by iOS are unrivalled.   

To conclude, both Android and iOS are definition of ultimate avant-garde technology. Though 

the popularity of iOS is sky-rocketing, but somewhere it lacks the demand of Android.  




